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Abstract: Enterprise Architecture (EA) has evolved based on the practice of infor-
mation systems architecture design and implementation. EA is a rigorous descrip-
tion of a structure, and the objectives of EA modeling not only include clarifying
corporate strategies, visualizing business processes, and modeling information
systems to manage resources but also include improving organizational structures,
adjusting information strategies, and creating new business value. Therefore, EA
models cover a wide scope that includes both IT and business architectures. Typi-
cally, EA modeling is the initial and most important analysis step for researchers,
architects, and developers. ArchiMate is the dominant modeling language for EA
and it has been shown to improve visualization of EA models. However, few stu-
dies have systematically introduced general modeling methods using ArchiMate
to meet a broad range of needs and few studies have empirically evaluated the
modeling method using ArchiMate. This paper introduces an EA visualization
approach to fill that gap and conducts a case study on a wilderness weather station
system. Strict controlled experiments are conducted to verify the effectiveness and
feasibility of this modeling method, and the experimental results show that this
modeling procedure is not only feasible, but also can effectively transform the
system metamodel and restore the EA scene.
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1 Introduction

Enterprise Architecture (EA) is a generic solution to a systemic and universal problem in enterprise
business information management systems. More precisely, EA is a business-oriented architecture to
understand, analyze, design, build, integrate, extend, operate, and manage information systems. The key
to the integration of complex systems is architecture or system based integration rather than component-
based integration. Effective EA is critical for the survival and success of an enterprise, and is an
indispensable means for the enterprise to gain competitive advantages through IT.

The earliest incarnations of enterprise architecture came from the field of enterprise modeling. Until the
mid-1980s, enterprise reengineering or enterprise modeling was primarily an academic pursuit; however, the
theories and models used were usually limited to the design and development of a particular information
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system. In the United States, the Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996, enacted as the Information Technology
Management Reform Act, led to the creation of the term “IT Architecture (ITA).” The purpose of EA is
to visualize business processes and model ITA to manage resources, improve organizational structures,
adjust information strategies, and create new business value. EA can be generally divided into business
architecture and ITA. Most EA methods are developed from ITA, which can be further divided into
requirement engineering, governance, operation, technology infrastructure, and security analysis.

Essentially, business architecture is a channel to translate an enterprise’s business strategy into daily
operations. The business strategy determines the business architecture, which includes various elements,
such as the business operation model, process system, organizational structure, and geographical
distribution. IT architecture guides IT investment and design decisions. It is a comprehensive blueprint for
establishing enterprise information systems, including data, application, and technical architectures.

Visual EAmodels are developed to facilitate analysis, design, development, and implementation of EAs.
EAvisualization raises the level of abstraction in information system design, enables verification in the early
stages of system development, and gives information system designers a bird’s eye view of the business and
organization. When developing large-scale projects for large enterprises, EA visualization facilitates the
management of resources, policies, risks, and business processes. In both academic research and practical
engineering, EA modeling methods are indispensable for EA visualization. In our previous work [1],
112 research papers on EA methods are selected for a systematic literature review to examine the current
status, technical features, and unsolved challenges of EA visualization research. Although many EA
modeling methods have been proposed, the application of the underlying theories is fragmented, and
these methods are rarely used systematically in empirical studies. As an extension of that work, this paper
introduces a detailed generic EA modeling procedure using ArchiMate [2] and presents a detailed case
study to show the modeling procedure. Also, controlled experiments are conducted to verify its effectiveness.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews previous studies related to
EA modeling. Section 3 introduces the proposed EA visualization procedure and presents a detailed case
study. The empirical evaluation and the discussions are described in Sections 4 and 5. Conclusions,
including a summary of the contributions of this study, are provided in Section 6.

2 Related Work

In general, EA models focus on ITA, business modeling, technology infrastructure, and security
analysis. This part briefly summarizes recent EA modeling research in each area.

Modeling EA for requirements engineering (RE) is important to analyze requirements. RE is the process
of defining, documenting, and maintaining requirements in the engineering design process. Quartel et al. [3]
proposed an approach to integrate goal-oriented RE language with EA modeling, and described an
architecture-based approach for IT valuation [4]. Mylopoulos et al. [5] proposed the TROPS framework
for requirements-driven software development, and Teka et al. [6,7] compared the expressive ability of
TROPS and nonfunctional requirements (NFR). Several studies have proposed EA modeling approaches
to represent operation models [8–10]. In addition, many studies have focused on how to apply EA
modeling to governance, such as governance enterprise architecture) (GEA) [11,12], enterprise
architecture management (EAM) [13–15], and business governance [16–20]. Another research area that
requires EA modeling is security analysis, and representative studies include multi-level dependencies
[21], security assessment frameworks [22–26], and security assurance and analysis [27–31]. Moreover,
EA modeling can be applied for specific validation or evaluation. For example, EA properties evaluation
[32–37] and business application evaluation [38,39].
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The alignment between business architecture and ITA is a natural alignment of two related disciplines.
Business architecture represents a business in the absence of any ITA while EA provides an overarching
framework for business and ITA. In application, business architecture provides a bridge between the
business model and corporate strategy as well as the business functions of the enterprise. It often enables
a methodology from strategy to execution. Many EA studies are related to business architectures, such as
service-oriented architecture (SOA) [40–43], and IT business architecture projects [44–47].

Although there have been many research papers on EA to date, they are only applicable to specific
conditions and purposes. This paper attempts to summarize a generic EA visualization method to meet
the requirements for different purposes based on those fragmented modeling methods, and conducts
empirical evaluations to verify its effectiveness.

3 A Generic EA Modeling Approach

Most EA studies mention their limitations, such as the scope of application, lack of empirical
evaluations, lack of completeness, unclear semantics, complexity, cost, etc. Those fragmented methods
were analyzed and summarized in our previous work [1]. Now, based on that work, this paper introduces
a generic method using ArchiMate to model EAs based on EA scenarios.

3.1 EA Modeling Procedure

This EA modeling procedure consists of five phases including (1) metamodel creation, (2) classification,
(3) mapping, (4) reconstruction, and (5) assessment.

[Phase 1] Metamodel creation

Create a visual diagram of EA objects based on the system scenario. This scenario may be a system
specification or a descriptive text.

(Step1-1) Analyze the EA scenario: An EA system scenario is used to describe how the system works
with minimal technical details. Scenarios are written in plain language. For example, the scope of a scenario
could be a single system, a piece of equipment, an equipped team or department, or an entire organization.
The EA scenario analysis generally includes coverage analysis, dependency analysis, Interface analysis,
complexity analysis, and cost analysis.

(Step1-2) Extract core artifacts from the EA scenario: In general, the core artifacts can be presented as
following types [48]: strategy specification, organization/process specification, application specification,
software specification, technical infrastructure specification, specification of dependencies between layers.

(Step1-3) Create object elements and the corresponding relationships based on the extracted core
artifacts.

(Step1-4) Create EA metamodel: This step can generally be defined and visualized by a specific generic
model of the object elements and their relationships. Creating a systemigram to represent an EA metamodel
is a common method because the syntax and semantics are usually free. Notably, there should be text notes to
clearly represent the relationship between elements.

[Phase 2] Classification

Classify the objects and relations from the metamodel diagram. In general, the object elements in an EA
scene can be classified as actor, role, interface, collaboration, process, function, event, service, product, data
object, and system software. An EA scenario can also include elements related to requirements analysis, such
as goals, assessment, principle, constraints, and requirements. Typically, the relationships include composition,
realization, assignment, serving, access, influence, triggering, flow, specialization, association, and junction.

(Step2-1) Classify the extracted core artifacts.
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[Phase 3] Mapping

The classified elements and relationships need to be replaced by entities in ArchiMate via the mapping
rules. ArchiMate has corresponding definitions for the object and relationship types mentioned in Phase 2.
The mapping relationship definition should be consistent with the EA scenario.

(Step3-1) Define mapping rules to translate the metamodel objects and relations based on entities of
ArchiMate.

(Step3-2) Replace the object elements and relationships with the entities of ArchiMate.

[Phase 4] Reconstruction

To improve visualization, the new EA model can be restructured following specific criteria.

Aggregation: Few EA modeling studies have mentioned the concept of aggregation; however,
aggregation can effectively improve readability. In the model developed in the previous step, different
types of elements were mixed; thus, the EA model is disorganized and poorly visualized. Different types
of elements, such as requirements, functions, risks, applications, can be categorized and then integrated.
A tree structure or an inclusion structure can be created with an aggregation. When there are multiple
metamodels, they should be integrated if the intersections are not empty.

Decomposition: Similar to technical models of components and devices, information models can be
decomposed from high-level concepts to details. The elements and relationships in metamodels are often
abstract. Increasing the amount of EA information is an important part of the visualization process that
can be achieved by decomposing and subdividing these elements. Typically, structure trees are used to
decompose aggregation or composition relationships into multiple levels. A tree structure is a convincing
representation of the scope that can be reviewed by stakeholders and serves as a guide for the entire
program. Gaps or out of range characteristics should be identified as early as possible, and the tree can be
modified to reflect these characteristics. Out of range features can be retained as part of the tree; however,
they should be annotated in some way to indicate that they are out of range, such as by using specific
mapping definitions or different colors. Element and relationship decomposition requires the definition of
new elements and relationships.

Multiple layers: To improve readability and maintainability, the new EA model can be reorganized into
different layers. Classic EA includes business, data, application, and technology layers [49]. There are also
some derived layering methods such as GEA, EAM, as well as specific layering methods for specific
purposes. However, ArchiMate retains the business, application, and technology layers and introduces a
motivation layer into EA models to facilitate application to most EA scenarios. Most of the element
objects from the other layers, such as data, manage, environment layers, can be assigned to the
introduced four-layers EA model: (1) Motivation layer: mainly includes strategy, goals, functional and
nonfunctional requirements, and risks. (2) Business layer: mainly includes business logic, business actors,
business service, and business processes. It represents a business to the customer and is also relevant to
internal-facing organizations. (3) Application layer: it is generally between the business and technology
layers. The application layer is essential in a complete EA model, i.e., both business and IT architectures.
(4) Technology layer: it describes system software applications and infrastructure. Although it may be not
necessary to define the technology layer in detail in a business model, it is indispensable in ITA.

The reconstruction phase can be summarized as follows.

(Step4-1) Integrate EA entities with same properties and retain different entities.

(Step4-2) Decompose EA entities to reflect detailed characteristics (if necessary).

(Step4-3) Improve visualization through layering.

(Step4-4) Integrate EA diagram with the extended analysis diagrams (if necessary).
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[Phase 5] Assessment

In an EA scenario, a clear set of vision, tasks, and processes is often required. The effectiveness of an EA
model can be measured by how EA artifacts reflect EA scenarios. This phase evaluates whether the
developed EA model can clearly and effectively represent the EA scenario.

(Step5-1) Check object elements and relationships.

(Step5-2) Check object elements’ mappings and relationships’ mappings.

(Step5-3) Restore the EA scenario based on the new model.

[Extended EA Analysis]

Sometimes some additional analysis is necessary for various purposes, e.g., assurance cases [50],
security analyses, and NFR quantitative evaluations. In general, assurance cases and system architecture
diagrams are developed separately. When assurance case objects are the elements of the system
architecture diagram, two types of diagrams need to be developed simultaneously, and gaps may occur
when the two diagrams are manipulated. Therefore, integrating the system architecture diagram and the
assurance case diagram into a single diagram should be considered (Fig. 1). An assurance case is
generally developed using goal structuring notation (GSN), therefore, the proposed EA modeling
approach is also applicable to an assurance case. The relationship between the element in the system
architecture and the evidence in the assurance case can be presented as a “realize relation.”

Assurance cases can also be extended for NFR quantitative evaluations and security analyses. With
weighted evaluations, the general practice is to assign weight values to the elements or relationships of
the model [51,52]. When the target system is a system with complex state transitions, the interactions in
the system will become important. However, in such a scenario, it is necessary to verify explicitly that
these interrelations are correctly expressed since EA or system models generally need to be modeled
manually. Zhi et al. [53] proposed an approach to model such systems with model checking to visualize
complex interactions. The EA modeling procedure can be summarized as Fig. 2.

3.2 Case Study

EA model transformation based on a wilderness weather station system has been discussed in our
previous work [54]. Here, a similar target system is used as the case study. Such weather stations are
deployed by the government of a country with large areas of wilderness to help monitor climate change
and improve the accuracy of weather forecasts in remote areas [55]. The EA scenario of a wilderness
weather station system can be summarized as follows.

Figure 1: Integration of system architecture and assurance case diagrams
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(1) The weather station system collects data from a set of instruments that measure temperature,
pressure, sunshine, rainfall, wind speed, and wind direction. (2) The weather station system collects
meteorological data, performs some initial data processing, and transmits the data to the data management
system. (3) The data management and archiving system collects the data from all wilderness weather
stations, carries out data processing and analysis, and archives the data in a form that can be retrieved by
other systems, such as weather forecasting systems. (4) The station maintenance system can communicate
by satellite with all wilderness weather stations to monitor the status of these systems and provide reports
of problems. It can update the embedded software in these systems. In the event of system problems, the
station maintenance system can also be used to control a wilderness weather system remotely. (5) The
weather station system includes a number of instruments that measure weather parameters, such as wind
speed and direction, ground and air temperatures, barometric pressure, and rainfall over a 24-h period.
Each instrument is controlled by a software system that takes parameter readings periodically and
manages the collected data. Wildness weather stations are battery-powered and must be entirely self-
contained. All communications are through a relatively slow-speed satellite link, and the weather station
must have a mechanism (solar or wind power) to charge its batteries. (6) The potential risks, availability
of devices and security of data should be fully considered.

Now apply the EA method to the wilderness weather station system using ArchiMate. First, core
artifacts are extracted from the EA scenario after analyzing the EA scenario. Then a systemigram is
created as a metamodel of the system (Fig. 3). It is also necessary to define the mapping between the
elements and relations of the metamodel and the ArchiMate modeling language. A complete four-layer

Figure 2: Generic procedure of EA model development
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model is given, but this is not necessary for all EA scenarios. To classify the elements and relationships
according to the characteristics of each layer, system software should be allocated to technology
architecture (TA), and corresponding applications and services should be in application architecture (AA)
and business architecture (BA). Application goals, requirements, and risks should be discussed in relation
to the motivation architecture (MA). The elements and relationships in the system diagram are aggregated
and decomposed according to the properties of each layer, and then new elements and relationships for
decomposition are defined. Typically, the aggregation and decomposition process requires sufficient
knowledge of the system. The core artifacts, classification, and mapping results are presented in Tab. 1.

The EA models for the wilderness weather station system in ArchiMate representation are shown in
Fig. 4. Information coverage ratio is used to measure the visualization capability of the developed EA
model. The information coverage ratio is defined as the total number of specific nouns and verbs of the
domain contained in the EA model, divided by the total number of specific nouns and verbs of the
domain contained in the aforementioned enterprise scenario of the system.

4 Experiments

Controlled experiments are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the EA modeling approach. Sixteen
software engineers and eight graduate students were invited to participate in the experiments, and then they
were divided into four groups (Groups A, B, C, and D) for comparative experiments.

4.1 Experimental Hypotheses

Prior to implementing the controlled experiments, three hypotheses are formulated.

[Hypothesis 1]: Using the introduced method to model system scenarios is feasible.

Figure 3: Systemigram of the wilderness weather station system
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[Hypothesis 2]: A metamodel can be transformed based on the modeling procedure.

[Hypothesis 3]: The EA model derived from the modeling procedure is sufficient to restore the EA
scenario.

Table 1: Core artifacts, classification, and ArchiMate mapping of the wilderness weather station system

System Core artifacts ArchiMate
Layer

Mapping in ArchiMate

Meteorological
station system

Element E1: Digital measuring unit TA Device

E2: Communication
Hardware Platform

TA Interface

E3: Alternative measuring
installation

TA Device

E4: Station software TA System software

E5: Weather data AA Data object

E17: Soundness MA Requirement

Relation R1: Collect (E1→E5) AA Service

R2: Alternate (E3→E1) AA Association

R3: Switch control (E4→E3) AA Trigger

R4: Send (E5→E2) AA Access

R5: Monitor (E4→E1) TA Realization

R6: Monitor (E4→E14) TA Association

Data management
system

Element E6: Data collection
application

TA, AA Technology service
Application collaboration
Application service

E7: Archive application TA, AA Technology service
Application component
Application function

E8: Data processing
application

TA, AA Technology service,
Application component
Application function

E9: Data analysis application TA, AA Technology service
Application component
Application function

E18: Weather data AA Data object

Relation R7: Collect (E6→E18) AA Access

R8: Analyze (E9→E18) AA Access

R9: Process (E8→E18) AA Access
(Continued)
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4.2 Experimental Process

The experiment process to evaluate the proposed method is designed as follows.

System introduction: Only members of Group A received a 15-min explanation of the target system—

the wilderness weather station system (in the case study of Section 3).

Method seminar: The members of all groups received a one-hour seminar on system architecture
modeling methods (modeling system architecture from system scenarios) and the proposed EA methods.
The members of all groups took part in a 90-min seminar to familiarize them with the basics of ArchiMate.

Table 1 (continued).

System Core artifacts ArchiMate
Layer

Mapping in ArchiMate

Station
maintenance
system

Element E10: Station maintenance
system

TA Technological node

E11: Problem report BA Representation

Relation R10: Provide (E10→E11) TA, AA,
BA

Realization, Serving, Access

R11: Remote control
(E10→E4)

TA Serving

R12: Monitor (E10→E17) TA, AA,
BA, MA

Realization, Serving, Access

R13: Communicate
(E10→E16)

TA Association

Charging devices Element E12: Charging devices TA Technological node

E13: Solar power generation
devices

TA Equipment

E13: Wind power generation
devices

TA Equipment

Relation R14: Charge (E12→E14) TA Association

Power supply Element E14: Power supply TA Resource

Relation R15: Power (E14→E4) TA Association

Stand-by power
supply

Element E15: Stand-by power supply TA Resource

Relation R16: Alternate (E15→E14) TA Association

Satellite
communication
system

Element E16: Satellite communication
system

TA Technological node

Relation R17: Communicate (E16→E6) TA Association

Strategy Element E19: Risks MA Driver

E20: Functional and
nonfunctional goals

MA Goal

E21: Functional and
nonfunctional requirements

MA Requirement

Relation R17: Require (E20→E21) MA Realization
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Pre-experiment: A pre-experiment was conducted to determine the time-limited term under time
pressure conditions.

Group experiment: An experiment was prepared for each of the four groups. The assigned tasks were
as follows. Members of Group A performed EA modeling of the target system using the introduced EA
methodology based on the target system scenario. Members of Group B transformed the systemigram
(Fig. 3) based on the introduced EA methodology. Members of Group C restored the system scenario

Figure 4: EA model of the wilderness weather station system in ArchiMate
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based on the systemigram (Fig. 3). Members of Group D restored the target system scenario based on the
proposed target system model (Fig. 4). The simplified wilderness weather station system scenario has
been described in the case study section. The time limits for Groups A and B, Groups C and D were
90 and 60 min, respectively. An overview of the controlled experiment is shown in Fig. 5.

The evaluation criterion for Group A was the information coverage ratio (Tab. 1). The evaluation
criterion for Group B was also the information coverage ratio; however, in this case, the comparison
object was the systemigram rather than the system scenario. For Groups C and D, the evaluation criterion
was the information restore ratio. All created scenarios were scored on a ten-point scale by an
independent system design expert not associated with the research or the experiment.

4.3 Group Configuration

Sixteen software engineers with knowledge of EA modeling and eight graduate students majoring in
software engineering participated in the experiment. For the software engineers, we planned and
experimented a training seminar as an empirical investigation. The seminar met both our and the
participants’ objectives. The goal of the seminar was for the software engineers to gain knowledge and
skills, i.e., EA visualization modeling methodology. Our purpose was to analyze the feasibility with
practitioners as the object. For the students, the experiment was conducted in weekly student seminars.

The subjects were divided into three teams according to their work experience: Team I, more than five
years; team II, 0–5 years; team III: students. To make the experimental results objective, all subjects were
single-blind. The group configurations of this experiment are shown in Tab. 2. A t-test showed that there
was no significant difference in experience (α = 0.05) between each group.

4.4 Experimental Data

The experimental results for Groups A and B are summarized in Tab. 3. The information coverage ratio
of system elements and relationships was calculated. The experimental results for Groups C and D are
summarized in Tab. 4. In addition to the evaluation scores by the system design expert, the information
restore ratio of the system elements and the relationships were also calculated based on their created
scenarios. The calculations were performed without knowing any information about the subjects. The
total restore rates for Groups C and D are compared in Fig. 6.

Figure 5: Overview of the controlled experiment
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Table 2: Group configuration

Group No. of members Avg. work experience

Group A I 2 6.5 3.3

II 2 3.5

III 2 0

Group B I 2 6 3.1

II 2 3.5

III 2 0

Group C I 2 6.5 3.1

II 2 3

III 2 0

Group D I 2 6 3.1

II 2 3.5

III 2 0

Table 3: Information coverage ratio for groups A and B

Group Elements Relationships Avg. time Benchmarks

Group A I 0.92 0.86 85 System scenario

II 0.90 0.88 90

III 0.86 0.84 90

Group B I 1.00 1.00 72 Systemigram

II 1.00 1.00 85

III 0.96 0.96 82

Table 4: Information restore ratio for groups C and D

Group Elements Relationships Avg. time Average score

Group C I 0.96 0.88 46 7.2

II 0.92 0.86 55

III 0.86 0.85 58

Group D I 0.96 0.90 52 7.9

II 0.94 0.88 58

III 0.92 0.88 55
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4.5 Results Analysis

In this section, experimental results are analyzed to test the stated hypotheses.

[Hypothesis 1]: The members of Group A knew the target system scenario, and they modeled the
system architecture with the introduced procedure. Hypothesis 1 can be confirmed according to the
experimental results: the created EA models have a high information coverage ratio (Tab. 3).

[Hypothesis 2]: The members of Group B did not know the target system, and they modeled the
system architecture with the introduced EA model method based on a systemigram. They also achieved a
good performance (Tab. 3). The results demonstrate that a systemigram can be transformed into an
ArchiMate model.

[Hypothesis 3]: Groups C and D created the system scenarios based on the introduced systemigram and
the EA model. The scenarios created by Group D have high information restore rate. Therefore, the results
demonstrated that the introduced method does not reduce the readability of EA model and is efficient in
understanding system scenarios. Group D outperformed Group C; however, the difference was minimal
(Fig. 6). This may be due to two reasons: (1) the standard answers we set only contain the major
elements and relationships (specific nouns and verbs), and (2) the target system is less complex.
Furthermore, Group D’s scenarios achieved a higher average score from the system design expert, which
indicates that the scenario created based on the introduced EA model shows more comprehensive
information.

As the sample size was relatively small, the independent sample t-test was used to analyze the
experimental results for each group, the test results showed that experienced engineers perform better
than inexperienced students.

5 Discussion

5.1 Effectiveness

To verify the effectiveness of the introduced EAvisualization method, three hypotheses were postulated
and four controlled experiments were designed to verify these hypotheses. According to the experimental
results, the introduced EA visualization method is feasible and effective.

UML is the most commonly used EA modeling language for the large software companies in Japan,
while systemigram is favored by smaller companies. These modeling methods usually have neither

Figure 6: Total restore rate comparison between Groups C and D
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uniform rules nor obvious defects, and most companies have used them for many years. To carry out further
empirical research, a questionnaire is designed and an anonymous questionnaire survey is conducted on all
16 software engineers who participated in the experiments.

Questionnaire: the practicability, necessity, adaptability, promotion value, and persuasiveness of the
introduced EA modeling method were queried. Participants responded to the questions using a five-point
scale: (1) strongly disagree; (2) disagree; (3) neither agree nor disagree; (4) agree; (5) strongly agree. The
responses were assigned 1-5 point, respectively. On average, all questions received positive results.
Among them, the promotion value score was the highest, which means that the participants think that the
introduced generic modeling method is instructive. The lowest score was the necessity, which indicates
that participants felt that this method was not urgently needed for their current work. The questionnaire
results are presented in Fig. 7.

5.2 Threats to Validity

5.2.1 EA Visualization Procedure
A systematic review of the existing literature to analyze existing EA modeling methodologies is

conducted in our previous work. This paper first introduced a detailed generic EA visualization procedure
by summarizing these existing fragmented methodologies. A detailed case study was conducted to
enhance the understanding. In the case study, a simplified system scenario and the corresponding
metamodel (systemigram) were introduced. Then, according to the modeling method, ArchiMate
modeling language was used to define the system elements and relationships in detail and restructure
them into a well-visualized model. However, the target system is less complex, and a more extensive EA
scenario may be required to verify effectiveness.

5.2.2 Controlled Experiments
Experiments were conducted with software engineers and graduate students majoring in software

engineering as the subjects to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. To validate the
experiments, the following issues should be considered: whether the constituent elements of the
experiment can be guaranteed; how a human-oriented experiment affects the effectiveness; and whether
the experimental results can be extended to an actual working environment. The subjects were divided
into four groups according to their work experience, and there is no significant difference in the work
experience. The experiments for each group were designed and carried out independently. Due to the
small scale of the system used in the experiments, the experimental results may not be generalizable.

Figure 7: Questionnaire results
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However, the target system can be considered as a part of a large EA scene. Indeed, large-scale EA scenarios
are often decomposed according to certain criteria before modeling.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents a general modeling methodology to improve the visualization of EA models. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first empirical study that introduces a general EA visualization procedure
using ArchiMate. The contributions of this study are summarized as follows: (1) Based on the previous
systematic literature review, a detailed EA modeling procedure is introduced that uses ArchiMate for
general use. (2) A detailed case study is carried out to show the modeling procedure. (3) Controlled
experiments are conducted with 24 subjects to verify the feasibility of the modeling procedure, and the
experimental results confirmed that it is feasible to use the introduced method to model system scenarios.
Besides, the experimental results also show that a metamodel (systemigram) can be transformed to an
ArchiMate model based on the modeling procedure, and the EA model derived from the modeling
procedure is sufficient to restore the EA scenario. However, it should be mentioned that this EA
visualization approach may not be applicable to some novel EA modeling concepts, such as augmented
reality EA modeling, virtual reality EA modeling, and 3D EA modeling.
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